PRESS RELEASE

BENTLEY REACHES NEW HEIGHTS WITH EXPANDING CURIO COLLECTION
Altitude™ and Vertex™ Add Magnitude to Contract Spaces with Peak and Valley Textures

PHILADELPHIA (October 28, 2015) – Henry David Thoreau once said, “The world is but a canvas to
our imagination.” Bentley – California’s leading commercial carpet manufacturer – believes the floor is
yours, and the design possibilities are limitless with its latest additions to the Curio Collection.
The two styles mimic the science of elevation and movement, Altitude reflects a heavy, textured cord
with multiple pile heights and a luxurious hand. Vertex, a tip-sheared multilevel loop, adds dimension
through the complexity of lusters, and multiple values of light and dark. Designed to work together or
apart, they also coordinate easily with other products in Bentley’s growing Curio Collection.

PRESS RELEASE
Altitude and Vertex are crafted with Antron® Legacy™ Type 6,6 Nylon. Vertex is available in both carpet
tile and broadloom; Altitude™ is broadloom only. Both products are Cradle to Cradle Certified™ Silver,
CRI Green Label Plus, NSF/ANSI Standard 140 Sustainability Certified and produced in the industry’s only
LEED®-EBOM Gold-certified manufacturing facility.
All Curio Collection products are offered with Bentley’s COLORCAST™ program, allowing customers to
select colors beyond those swatched in the architect folder – including paint chips and fabric swatches.
COLORCAST™ utilizes a standard order size of 50 square yards in tile or broadloom (based on style
availability) and up to 5 percent overage. With Bentley, the only limit to color is your imagination.
###
About Bentley
Defining style, color, quality and service for more than 30 years, Bentley Mills, Inc. manufactures and
markets award-winning broadloom, carpet tile and area rug products for all commercial interiors
across the globe. Bentley is recognized for leadership in product design, style and customer service.
Bentley is committed to sustainable commerce, and, as the largest commercial carpet manufacturer
in California, the company operates in a LEED®-EBOM Gold carpet mill. For more information, contact
Bentley at 800.423.4709 or visit us at bentleymills.com or on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, LinkedIn,
Instagram and Google+.
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